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Abstract: 

The microprocessor device MONICA is used in the TASSO experiment at PETRA. Its task is 
to reconstruct events in the cylindrical driftchamber on-line. Used as an event filter 
MONICA provides a 2 prong trigger without any further requirements. The speed of the pro
cessor (event reconstruction times must be in the order of 1 ms) is achieved by a 4 x 4 bit 
slice processor in ECL technology, content addressable memories and table look up. The 
track finding efficiency is 80%. 

Introduction 

Experiments at present-day storage rings, with many components to be read out and almost 
as many different triggers, need efficient event filtering and background reduction in 
order to reduce the data taking rate and the data load on tape. This can be achieved by 
filtering at different stages. When an input trigger rate of about 20 Hz maximum is given 
one can fully reconstruct the events by making use of the high speed and programming 
capabilities of microprocessors. 

The microprocessor device presented here is used in the TASSO detector (Fig.l). A full 
description of the detector is given elsewhere'^. We just list the main components here. 
TASSO is a magnetic solenoid detector. The identification of charged particles is done in 
a proportional chamber and a cylindrical driftchamber surrounding the interaction point. 
Neutral particle detectors complete the particle detection at the upper and lower yokes of 
the magnet and at the end caps. Scintillation counters at the inner radius of the magnet 
coil provide TOF measurement and are used for fast triggering. Two hadron arms in the 
north and the south of the detector are installed to provide almost complete particle 
identification in about 20% of the solid angle. 

During the design of the TASSO experiment it was decided to use such an event filter in 
the experiment's data taking procedure. At this time the processor's task could not be 
exactly defined since the background conditions at PETRA were not yet known. Therefore, 
a microprocessor device - named MONICA - was designed to reconstruct tracks from the infor
mation of TASSO's cylindrical driftchamber. Using this track information event filtering 
could be done on-line i.e. before the event enters the on-line computer. 

I shall explain later how MONICA's task changed due to the specific needs of the experi
ment and thereby - also looking forward to LEP - I shall demonstrate that the word event 
filter alone sometimes does not tell the whole story. 

Tracking Algorithm and Experimental Requirements 

The microprogrammable on-line track analyzer MONICA is designed to reconstruct tracks 
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from wire addresses and drift times given by TASSO's central cylindrical driftchamber. The 
track reconstruction is performed in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis (r-<(> plane). 
TASSO's magnetic field is homogeneous and therefore all charged particle tracks are segments 
of circles in the r-((> plane. This makes the track following procedure rather easy. Two 
hits in the first and second cylinder of the driftchamber and the interaction point are 
used to define a circle. The radius and the tangent of the circle are determined by the 
radii of the cylinders (Pjt p^) and the angle a between the two hits (Fig.2): 
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Since Pj and are constants the equations are only dependent on a . With the start 
values Rj, c(>j the track can be followed by searching for hits close to the predicted 
position in the next chamber. The circle is determined again yielding K^, cj>2 and so on. 
Radius and tangent are calculated at most three times. After that the rest of the track 
following is just a hit search. A track is accepted if hits are found on 6 out of the 9 
layers. 

This track following task must be accomplished for each event trigger within a fraction 
of the read out time of the whole detector in order to keep the dead time tolerable. Read 
out times are in the order of a few tens of milliseconds. Thus the time consumed in a 
track search is limited to a few hundred microseconds per track i.e. 1-2 ms per event. 
This cannot be accomplished without using additional tricks. 

Since the tracking algorithm is based on equations like Eq.(l) and (2) all arithmetic 
calculations including division and multiplication can be avoided by using table-look-up. 
This is the first trick. 

The second trick to speed up the track search is the use of content addressable memories 
(CAM) for the hit search. Following a track from one cylinder to the next one must search 
for hits in a predicted region. A sequential search through the memory is much too slow. 
With CAMs it is possible to avoid read and compare. Association and match is done by the 
storage cell itself. It is also possible to mask off part of the association word. There
fore one can search in the next chamber around a predicted point by masking off the lowest 
significant bits of the association word. In addition we renounced the comfort of emula
tors or single chip processors in order to make use of the high speed capabilities of slice 
processors. In particular slice processors are available in very fast ECL technology. The 
speed of the processor is further enhanced using a very long microword because this allows 
to do many operations in parallel. 

To summarize, MONICA's speed is achieved by three features: 
- all arithmetics is done by table-look-up 
- sequential hit search in memory cells is replaced by associate 

and match using CAMs 
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- the microprocessor itself is very fast because of 
- ECL technology 
- Controller system, 4 x 4 bit slice 
- very large microword 

The whole device is housed in an enlarged CAMAC crate. The time digitizers of the drift-
chamber are read out via a CAMAC highway. Computer control of MONICA is supplied using 

2) 3) 

CAMAC functions. For a more detailed description see references . 

Hardware 
MONICA's microprocessor is a 4 x 4 bit slice integer processor based on Motorola's 

4) 
10 800 series with a cycle time of less than 100 ns . The microprogram which contains 
the tracking algorithm is stored in 10 149 ECL Proms. The microword is 72 bits long. A 
microinstruction has two parts: 

(1) the definition and control of all microoperations to be carried out 

within one computer cycle 
(2) the definition and control of the address of the next microinstruction 

to be executed. 
Each instruction word is broken into various fields defined by the configuration of the 
machine. Fields are named e.g. as branch address, next address control, carry control, 
ALU source operand control, ALU function control, ALU destination control etc. The computer 
hardware is built up as a 16 bit ALU, a register file of 2 x 32 words, a microprogram 
sequencer delivering a 12 bit address to the control memory the size of which is IK x 72 bits. 

A special feature which increases the execution time of the processor is the pipeline 
register. This register temporarily stores the bits of the microinstruction which control 
the operation of the CPU. Therefore the sequencer (CCU) is always one clock cycle ahead of 
the CPU. The advantage of pipelining is that the internal delays of CPU and CCU overlap 
instead of being added and thus the cycle time is shorter. The main disadvantage is that 
branch-on-condition instructions need one more cycle than without pipelining. A block 
diagram of the processor is shown in Fig.3. 

The look-up tables contain 18 function tables for functions of a, R and a third not yet 
mentioned argument. The overall storage capacity is 120 Kbytes. Each table look-up can be 
done within one computer cycle. The resolution of the tables are Aa = .00038 rad and 
AR = 1 cm. 

The hit information of the drif.tchamber reaches MONICA via a CAMAC highway connection 
and the original TDC information can be transferred to the on-line computer. Simultaneously 
the hit information up to here coded in wire address and drift time is transformed into an 
integer representation of the hit coordinates, 0 - 2ir matching 0-177777 g. The first layer 
of the chamber is represented by a RAM, layers 2 through 9 by CAMs. One CAM chip is 
8 words x 2 bits wide. The total storage capacity per driftchamber layer is 40 words 
(= 40 hits). CAMs and look-up tables can be accessed by the processor in one clock cycle. 
The results of the tracking (track parameters) are written to an extra memory which can be 
read out by CAMAC. A schematic view of the whole system is shown in Fig.4. 
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Software 

In principle the microcode for the tracking program must be written in hexadecimal format 
hit by hit before it can be burned into PROMs. But it is very hard to develop and debug a 
microprogram of more than hundred instructions without any software support. Therefore a 
microassembler was written that runs on a standard computer, in our case an AEG 80-60. A 
mnemonic code for the microword fields was defined, symbols describing the functions, 
operand sources, registers etc. One now can write the microprogram, i.e. the tracking 
algorithm in terms of these mnemonics, from which the assembler produces a binary pattern 
which is the object code for the bit slice processor. Therefore development and syntax 
debugging can be done using the full power of a big computer. 

However, to fully test the microprocessor hardware and software, one needs an additional 
tool to provide functional debugging. One would like to communicate with single parts of 
the whole device in order to test its functional behaviour by the aid and the comfort of a 
big computer. To facilitate this, an interface between the computer and the microprocessor 
has been provided. This interface between MONICA and the AEG 80-60 is a serial port 
working as a PROM simulator (Fig.5). The microprogram object code is stored during this 
test phase on a disc of the 80-60. The 80-60 loads the first microword serially into the 
PROM simulator which transfers the information to MONICA in a parallel mode. MONICA 
performs the required operation and in return sends the next address from the microprogram 
sequencer through the output bus to the PROM simulator and thereby to the 80-60. The next 
microinstruction is fetched and the procedure repeated. In addition a special debug program, 
written in FORTRAN IV, provides the possibility to test specific parts of MONICA by setting 
up small sequences of microinstructions. 

Using these aids one can fully test hardware and software of the whole microprocessor 

device. 

Technical Results 

The tracking microprogram consists of 256 statements. A typical two prong event needs 
in the order of 5000 microinstructions for reconstruction. The whole device 
(= microprocessor + CAMs + Look-up tables + external bus etc.) can be clocked with 5 MHz. 
This is a factor of 2 less than the specific cycle time for the 10 800 yP chip quoted by 
Motorola. The reconstruction time per event is background dependent. For a clean Bhabha 
event it is typically 0.6 ms. A typical hadronic event with 14 tracks needs 4.5 ms for 
reconstruction. 

Physics with MONICA 

Remember from the introduction that MONICA was designed to be a general event filter. In 
the TASSO experiment MONICA is presently used to provide a two prong trigger without any 
requirements on collinearity of the tracks, minimal momentum or additional neutral energy. 
I shall explain in the following why this is much more important. 

No experiment at PETRA can afford to operate at data taking rates of substantially more 
than 1-2 Hz. In an e +e storage ring like PETRA it becomes very hard to provide a clean 
two prong trigger because its rate is high. On the other hand few prong events in partic
ular are very exciting and the indicators of new particle discoveries. 
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Therefore the TASSO experiment operates in the following way (Fig.6). 

A hardware processor using only wire address from the cylindrical driftchamber produces 

two trigger outputs, a 4 track trigger (1 Hz) and a 2 track trigger (10 H z ) . The 2 track 

trigger is the pretrigger for MONICA. If MONICA does not confirm the pretriggers claim 

that there are at least two tracks the event is rejected. This reduces the 2 track pre

trigger rate by 87%. The dead time produced by this method is about 6%. 

It is very important that MONICA supplies more than just a YES/NO decision but also the 

full reconstruction result (= track parameters). Thus it is possible to measure MONICA's 

trigger efficiency while taking data. MONICA provides an event reconstruction for every 

trigger. But only for the above mentioned 2 track pretrigger MONICA 'S output is taken to 

reject or keep the event. Therefore one can determine the efficiency checking MONICA 'S 

tracking results on other triggers. 

The efficiency for the 2 prong trigger i.e. the probability to find 2 or more tracks in 

a given 2 prong event is 68%. Only 50 nb 1 of data taking (= 4 hours at present PETRA 

luminosities) is needed to determine the trigger efficiency to 2%. From the 2 track event 

efficiency one can estimate a track efficiency of about 80%. Its dependence on the 

transverse momentum of the track is shown in Fig.7. The following reasons account for 

the 20% inefficiency: 

- driftchamber inefficiency > 4% 

- non symmetric CAM association ~ 1% 

- numerical limitations of the 1% 

16 bit processor 

- resolution of hit coordinates <I0% 

as loaded into CAMs 

- simplicity of the algorithm ~10% 

For comparison: the reconstruction efficiencies of big off-line programs on IBM or CDC 

computers are between 90% (fast programs for data production, of course p^ dependent) and 

99% (programs for cleaned, selected events). 

Conclusions 

MONICA is an example of the successful use of a microprocessor to perform trackfinding 

tasks on-line. Even though these kinds of microprocessors are freely programmable 

additional tricks (CAMs, Look-up tables, etc.) are necessary to achieve short event re

construction times. 

Working as event filters microprocessor devices become very important when they provide 

additional triggers, in particular few prong triggers, whose rate would be too high 

without being filtered. 

The development and testing of complicated microprocessor systems must be done by the 

aid of large computers. For example in the future one could use FORTRAN compilers which 

produce intercode for higher standard processors e.g. for the 68 000 from Motorola. Then 

it is easy to provide an additional program which generates the code for the faster slice 

processor from the compiler's output.^ 
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Since the tracking algorithm is very important for the speed and the efficiency of the 
trigger device one should spend much time in its development. New algorithms for off-line 
programs have been developed recently^. The minimum spanning tree method for instance seems 
to be a good way to do the track reconstruction much more efficiently and faster than the 
method that we used. Also, it does not use complex arithmetic. 

Finally I would like to emphasize that the time needed to get a microprocessor system 
fully operational lies in the order of 4 to 5 man-years and should not be underestimated 
when designing a trigger for an experiment. 
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Fig.2 Arithmetic for the trackfinding problem as seen in 
the first two driftchamber layers. 
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Fig.1 TASSO (cut along beam). Charged tracks are detected by the 
cylindrical driftchamber in the center of the detector. 
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Fig.4 MONICA block diagram. The system contains 18 boards in one enlarged 
CAMAC crate. The boards communicate via the address- and data busses. 
The connection to the on-line computer is done using CAMAC highways. 
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Fig.5 Software support with a PROM simulator interface between 
a large computer and the microprocessor device. 
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Fig.6 Trigger logic of the TASSO experiment. The microprocessor acts 
as an event filter for a special kind of (pre)triggers ( 2 prongs). 

Fig.7 Trackfinding efficiency as a function of 
the particle's transverse momentum p . . 


